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A Note from Lori Kissinger, Executive Director 
  
One of the primary goals of Borderless Arts Tennessee is to enhance the educational process for children with 
disabilities by integrating the arts into curriculum. 
  
At times, the focus of the educational program is to expose young people to artistic techniques. In other cases, the 
arts are used as a tool to support the subjects of Math, Science, English and History. 
  
The Tennessee Department of Education has been the primary partner of artist residencies for the past 13 years. 
Funding is provided so that Borderless Arts Tennessee can offer 4 residencies throughout the State, free of charge 
to the participating school. The teaching artist works with the classroom teacher to develop a schedule and set of 
goals that will be accomplished. The artist is responsible for creating a curriculum map, a universal design tool for 
adaptations that may be needed for various ability levels, lesson plans and a form of evaluation. 
  
For the 2018-2019 school year, Borderless Arts Tennessee also received a contract from the John F Kennedy 
Center for the Performing Arts to provide residencies in school with a distinct focus on using the arts to teach math 
and science skills. 
  
Each residency also had a focus of space and/or Mars in particular. The residencies offered through the John F. 
Kennedy Center had to be educationally based, but they did not have to take place in a school setting. These 
residencies were offered in community settings. 

Due to the variety of residencies, the types of educational tools and materials that artists have provided for this 
curriculum guide will also vary in presentation. 
Borderless Arts Tennessee believes that this guide contains a wealth of ideas and plans that we are pleased to share. 
  
Please note that Borderless Arts Tennessee was formerly VSA Tennessee until the middle of October 2017. 
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Special Thanks to Our Talented Artists across the State 

Bailey Earith 

Jennie Harriman 

Bob Stagner 

Les Kerr 

Dee Kimbrell 

Debra Tayloe 

Tammy Vice 

Jen Vogus 

A huge round of applause for our funders, without who these programs would not 
be possible: 

John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts 
Tennessee Department of Education 
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1210 Lake Rise Place 
Gallatin, TN 37066 

www.borderlessartstn.org 
Contact: userk7706@comcast.net / (615) 826-5252 

Lori Kissinger, Executive Director 

2018-2019 BORDERLESS ARTS TENNESSEE 
EXECUTIVE BOARD OFFICERS 

  
PRESIDENT 
Mike Mitchell 

Sr Vice President of Global Planning/Retired 
FedEx Express 

  
VICE-PRESIDENT 

Irene Williams 
Web and Technical designer 

  
SECRETARY 

Alanna P. Rosen 
Special Education Art Teacher 

TREASURER 
Mark Henry 
CPA Partner 
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Morgan, Johnson, Carpenter & Co 

2017-2018 BORDERLESS ARTS TN BOARD MEMBERS 
  

Robbie Ammons 
Manager 

Public Consulting Group, Inc. 
PCG Education 

Cindy Burress  
AVP of Quality in HCA’s Physician Services Group 

Ellen Butrum 
Special Education Teacher 

DuPont Elementary Metro Nashville 
  

Daisy B. Casey 
Community President 

First Tennessee Bank/Sumner County 
  

Michael Collins 
Attorney 

Manier & Herod, P.C. 
  

Estelle Condra 
Actress/Writer/Storyteller 

David Ellis 
Assistant Principal 
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Overton High School for the Arts 

Alison Gauld 
Tennessee Department of Education 

  
Mark Holcomb 

Retired/Insurance 

Everett James  
Band Director/Music Instructor 
Tennessee School for the Blind 

  
Sharon Kay 

General Manager 
JAZZY88/Fisk University 

  
Christian Kissinger 

Public Consulting Group 

Ann Kraft  
Interim Executive Director 
Healing Arts Project Inc 

DeeGee Lester 
Writer 

Eric Manchir 
Regional Sales Director 
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Paycor 
  

Donald Perry  
Chronic Disease Evaluation Coordinator 

TN Department of Health 

Mike Ryckeley 
DSV Global Integrated Logistics  

Debbye Scroggins  
The Oak Ridge Boys  

Administrative Assistant 

Cynthia Watkins, PhD 
Professor Special Education 

Belmont University 
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VSA TENNESSEE CURRICULUM MAP – EVALUATION TOOL 

Enduring Understandings (big ideas or concepts): Create an original art piece using a variety of techniques and Connect 
how the work relates to studies re: space.

Learning Outcome 1: Learning Outcome 2: Learning Outcome 3:

Students will learn to work with new art 
techniques and materials.

Students will make decisions to 
personalize their art.

Students will learn art terms

Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria:

Observation of process and completed work. Observation of process and completed work. Verbal quiz

Instructional Activities Instructional Activities Instructional Activities

1

Students painted a night sky and added 
stars using splatter technique. 

Students Practiced splatter technique on 
paper then used it on canvas to create stars 
they liked.  

Presentation and demonstration of art 
terms relevant to this project: canvas, 
gesso, acrylic, orient, landscape, 
portrait, recycle, splatter, mix, pour.

2
Students created a planet using acrylic 
pour technique.

Students created a planet using acrylic pour 
technique in their chosen colors.  Students 
moved paint flow until satisfied w/ results

3
Students examined their canvas, chose 
location for their planet and hot glued it 
in place.

Students examined their canvas, chose location 
for their planet and hot glued it in place. 
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Alcoa Middle School  
“Mars, Space, and Paint” 

Artist: Bailey Earith  



Project Timeline: 1. Present the art terms for this project: canvas, gesso, acrylic, orient, 
landscape, portrait, recycle, splatter, mix, pour.
2. Students painted a night sky and added stars.

3. Students created a planet using acrylic pour technique.
4. Students examined their canvas, chose location for their planet and hot glued it in place.

!    !   !    !   !
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UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

I. Provide multiple means of REPRESENTATION– Recognition Networks

1.  Provide options for perception Arts Options:

1.1 Customize the display of information

1.2  Provide alternatives for auditory information demonstration

1.3  Provide alternatives for visual information Verbal instruction

1. Provide options for language and symbols Arts Options:

2.1  Define vocabulary and symbols Multiple new art terms defined and experienced

o 2.2  Clarify syntax and structure

o 2.3  Decode text and mathematical notation

o 2.4 Promote cross-linguistic understanding

2.5 Illustrate key concepts non-linguistically Demonstration

1. Provide options for comprehension Arts Options:

o 3.1  Provide or activate background knowledge

3.2  Highlight critical features, big ideas, and 
relationships

Relationship between artwork and space studies

3.3  Guide information processing Break down into single short steps

o 3.4  Support memory and transfer
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http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle1#principle1_g1
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle1#principle1_g2
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle1#principle1_g3
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UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

II. Provide multiple means for ACTION AND EXPRESSION - Strategic Networks

1. Provide options for physical actions Arts Options:

o 4.1  Provide options in the mode of physical response

o 4.2 Provide options in the means of navigation

4.3 Provide options for accessing tools and assistive 
technologies

Designed a stabilizing tray w/ pedestal to assist w/ sensory 
and coordination issues

1. Provide options for expressive skills and fluency Arts Options:

o 5.1  Allow choices of media for communication Color choices for planets

5.2  Provide appropriate tools for composition and 
problem solving

o 5.3 Provide ways to scaffold practice and performance

1. Provide options for executive functions Arts Options:

o 6.1  Guide effective goal setting

o 6.2  Support planning and strategy development

o 6.3  Facilitate managing information and resources

o 6.4  Enhance capacity for monitoring progress
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http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle2#principle2_g4
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle2#principle2_g5
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle2#principle2_g6


    

UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

III. Provide multiple means for ENGAGEMENT - Affective Networks

1. Provide options for recruiting interest Arts Options:

o 7.1  Increase individual choice and autonomy Several opportunities for personal choice

7.2 Enhance relevance, value, and authenticity

7.3  Reduce threats and distractions

1. Provide options for sustaining effort and persistence Arts Options:

o 8.1  Heighten salience of goals and objectives

8.2  Vary levels of challenge and support

8.3  Foster collaboration and communication Students helped each other

o 8.4  Increase mastery-oriented feedback

9. Provide options for self-regulation Arts Options:

o 9.1  Guide personal goal-setting and expectations

o 9.2 Scaffold coping skills and strategies

o 9.3  Develop self-assessment and reflection
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http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle3#principle3_g7
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle3#principle3_g8
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle3#principle3_g9


Student Story
How does the story relate to learning outcomes, program goals, and/or state education standards? 
Students can identify their strengths. 
Students can identify cues in the environment. 
Students can stay on task through completion. 

Tennessee Curriculum Strands 
Students can draw conclusions from environmental cues.
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Avoca Elementary School 
“Mars” 

Artist: Jennie Harriman



 BAT TENNESSEE CURRICULUM MAP – EVALUATION TOOL 

Enduring Understandings (big ideas or concepts): Students will build projects out of wood using hammers, saws, and drills to learn about 
Mars. 

Learning Outcome 1: Learning Outcome 2: Learning Outcome 3:

Identify different types of tools. Demonstrate how to use tools safely. Build projects out of wood.

Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria:

Students name or point out a hammer, saw, and 
drill. Students identify parts of the tools. 

Students use tools safely and effectively. Students complete finished projects.

Instructional Activities Instructional Activities Instructional Activities

1
Show students each tool before it is used 
(hammer, saw, drill), name the tool, and 
name the parts of the tool. 

Show students how to use each tool by 
demonstrating on a piece of wood. Give 
students tips for each tool that make the tool 
work more effectively.

Demonstrate step by step how to build a 
solar system model and a Martian.

2

Use names of tools and parts of tools 
during demonstrations and while students 
are using the tools. 

Give students tips on body positioning for the 
most effective use of tools. 

Provide interactive situations for using the 
finished products: spin the sun, planets 
and planet supports to demonstrate 
rotations and orbits; set up creatures for 
photographs.

3 Assist students as needed by helping them hold 
tools.
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Project Timeline 
Day 1- Prep Sun, Earth and Mars model parts 

!  !   !   

Day 2- Drill and saw pieces to make a Martian

!  !  !
Day 3-Finish SEM model and Martians

!   !   !  !
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UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

I. Provide multiple means of REPRESENTATION– Recognition Networks

9.  Provide options for perception Arts Options:

1.1 Customize the display of information

x1.2  Provide alternatives for auditory information Combine verbal instructions with physical objects by showing 
sample projects and using actual tools and other materials.

x1.3  Provide alternatives for visual information Combine verbal instructions with physical objects by showing 
sample projects and using actual tools and other materials.

1. Provide options for language and symbols Arts Options:

2.1  Define vocabulary and symbols Show visual and textural examples. 

o 2.2  Clarify syntax and structure

o 2.3  Decode text and mathematical notation

o 2.4 Promote cross-linguistic understanding

x2.5 Illustrate key concepts non-linguistically Demonstrate how to use tools and how to make projects move.

1. Provide options for comprehension Arts Options:

x3.1  Provide or activate background knowledge Ask learners where wood comes from to stimulate a discussion 
about trees and ask if they have used tools.

x3.2  Highlight critical features, big ideas, and relationships

x3.3  Guide information processing Each project progresses based on the tools used for prior 
projects.

x3.4  Support memory and transfer Each project progresses based on the tools used for prior 
projects. Ask questions referring to learning activities from the 
prior day.
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http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle1#principle1_g1
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle1#principle1_g2
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UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

II. Provide multiple means for ACTION AND EXPRESSION - Strategic Networks

1. Provide options for physical actions Arts Options:

o 4.1  Provide options in the mode of physical response Demonstrate modifications for how to use tools more easily for 
learners using wheelchairs or walkers.

o 4.2 Provide options in the means of navigation

x4.3 Provide options for accessing tools and assistive technologies Provide sanding blocks with elastic for learners with low muscle 
tone in their hands.

1. Provide options for expressive skills and fluency Arts Options:

o 5.1  Allow choices of media for communication Provide a variety of materials to decorate projects.

x5.2  Provide appropriate tools for composition and problem 
solving

Provide a variety of materials to decorate projects.

o 5.3 Provide ways to scaffold practice and performance Each project progresses based on the tools used for prior 
projects.

1. Provide options for executive functions Arts Options:

o 6.1  Guide effective goal setting

o 6.2  Support planning and strategy development

o 6.3  Facilitate managing information and resources

o 6.4  Enhance capacity for monitoring progress
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http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle2#principle2_g4
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle2#principle2_g5
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines/principle2#principle2_g6


Student Stories
“There are many student stories written by Florence Canter in her evaluation. I am including a few examples that stood out to me. In 
general, I was impressed by how quiet and well behaved the students were. They followed directions and remembered the safety rules. 

UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

III. Provide multiple means for ENGAGEMENT - Affective Networks

1. Provide options for recruiting interest Arts Options:

x7.1  Increase individual choice and autonomy Offer choice of material colors, eye protection, gloves and sanders.

7.2 Enhance relevance, value, and authenticity Explore ways to use finished projects.

x7.3  Reduce threats and distractions Use language that supports positive reinforcement and respect for 
the learners.

1. Provide options for sustaining effort and persistence Arts Options:

o 8.1  Heighten salience of goals and objectives Display steps to make the project.

x8.2  Vary levels of challenge and support Use language that supports positive reinforcement and respect for 
learners as they progress in using the tools. Encourage learners to 
work independently, especially when other adults are doing it for 

them.

x8.3  Foster collaboration and communication Have learners work in pairs, share tools, and assist each other. Ask 
students for help.

x8.4  Increase mastery-oriented feedback Use language that supports positive reinforcement and respect for 
the learners.

9. Provide options for self-regulation Arts Options:

o 9.1  Guide personal goal-setting and expectations

o 9.2 Scaffold coping skills and strategies Encourage learners by using positive reinforcement.

o 9.3  Develop self-assessment and reflection Ask learners what tools they enjoyed most. 
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One student even pointed out the reminder to wear safety glasses. They were also welcoming, many waving and saying hello when 
they entered the classroom each day. I loved seeing the respect, responsibility, confidence, and enthusiasm shared by students and 
teachers. Woodworking is a real-life, hands-on, concrete way to help students learn about Mars using a project approach to supplement 
other learning methods. 
Because Ms. Canter had students read many books about Mars before the residency, students had prior knowledge and knew the 
answers to most questions about Mars. Here are some drawings made before the residency. Students will also do a follow-up writing 
assignment and display their projects in an art show next week. I love this integration!

!   !  
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When I demonstrate sawing, I show students how to stand by lining up their 
feet to point straight at the guideline on the wood where they will saw. One 
student came up to saw and immediately positioned his feet just how I 
described. I rarely see young students specifically doing that. They usually 
need a reminder to position their bodies in that way. 

I find it fascinating to observe students sawing. Some are apprehensive, some 
use too much pressure and need to be reminded to relax, and some need to 
reposition their bodies. This student needed assistance in other aspects of the 
project, but came up and sawed quickly, accurately and confidently. Super 
Saw!

My daughter told me that one student she helped with sawing said his father 
was a mechanic, but he wasn’t allowed to touch his dad’s saws. He seemed 
unsure about using the saw but became a bit more confident as he used the 
saw to make several cuts.”



BAT TENNESSEE CURRICULUM MAP – CLARK MEMORIAL SCHOOL MARS RESIDENCY 

Enduring Understandings (big ideas or concepts): Students will build a project out of wood using hammers, saws, and drills to learn about 
Mars.

Learning Outcome 1: Learning Outcome 2: Learning Outcome 3:

Identify different types of tools. Demonstrate how to use tools safely. Build project out of wood.

Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria:

Students name or point out a hammer, saw, and 
drill.  
Methods: 
Verbally ask students and observe references to 
tool names during the process of building. 
Document with photos and video

Students use tools safely and effectively. 
Methods: 
Observe students using the tools, ask questions 
related to tool safety. 
Document with photos and video

Students complete projects. 
Methods: 
Observe students, ask questions related to 
space concepts. 

Document with photos and video

Instructional Activities Instructional Activities Instructional Activities

1
Show students each tool before it is used 
(hammer, saw, drill), name the tool, and 
name the parts of the tool. 

Show students how to use each tool by 
demonstrating on a piece of wood. Give 
students tips for each tool that make the tool 
work more effectively.

Demonstrate step by step how to build a 
solar system model.

2

Use names of tools and parts of tools 
during demonstrations and while students 
are using the tools. 

Give students tips on body positioning for the 
most effective use of tools. 

Provide interactive situations for using the 
finished products: spin the sun, planets 
and planet supports to demonstrate 
rotations and orbits; set up for 
photographs.

3 Assist students as needed by helping them hold 
tools.
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Clark Memorial School  
“Mars” 

Artist: Jennie Harriman  



Project Photos

�  �   �
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Student Stories 

“One student said he was scared of sawing. When he finished sawing, I asked 
him how he felt about it, and he said, “It was scary.” His body language did not 
indicate any fear. I observed him sawing with confidence, even though it felt 
scary to him. I told him, “Sawing was scary for you, but you did it!”’

“I was most impressed with an independent young girl in the grades K-2 class. 
When I tried to guide her the first time using the drill, she said, “I can do it.” The 
entire time, she used each tool correctly and effectively. Another student with 
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low muscle tone in his hands put on gloves and used the drill and sawed with 
assistance. He also used the sanding block I made with a piece of elastic on it, 
that helps the block stay in place.”

Project Timeline 

Lesson 1- Introduce students to images of Mars. Examine pieces of music 
dedicated to the Planets, including classical, modern and science fiction. Where 
is the planet located? How do we reach it? How long for travel? What is needed 
for such a project? The goal was to create original music to accompany imaged 
using simple acoustic electronic instruments.

Lesson 2- Reviewed day one and continued day one lesson on mars and added 
more recent imaged from Mars. We discussed and produced imagined sounds to 
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Chester County Highschool  
“Music to Mars Workout” 

Artist: Bob Stagner  



represent Mars dust storms and current temperature. The discussion continued 
on the atmosphere, water, ice, creation of crater and what sounds/ music would 
accompany each. Researched the Mars Rovers and we also investigated how 
many are still sending information. The musical pieces now became more 
involved using dynamics, pulse, and construction. We recorded and filmed each 
group. 

Lesson 3- Reviewed previous lesson, we added even more computer images 
displayed on a large screen located behind the instrument table which cast 
shadows on each player giving the impression of the student on the planet scape. 
The newest rover has landed the week before, so the students were excited! The 
first half of the session each group planned a performance for the principle, 
volunteers, parents and other teachers. Each group assigned a spokesperson to 
share highlights of the lessons. 

Lesson Example 

https://www.facebook.com/bobstagner/videos/10217021369899717/
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Project Timeline 

Lesson 1- Introduce students to images of Mars. Examine pieces of music 
dedicated to the Planets, including classical, modern and science fiction. Where 
is the planet located? How do we reach it? How long for travel? What is needed 
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Dawn School  
“Music to Mars Workout” 

Artist: Bob Stagner  



for such a project? The goal was to create original music to accompany imaged 
using simple acoustic electronic instruments.

Lesson 2- Reviewed day one and continued day one lesson on mars and added 
more recent imaged from Mars. We discussed and produced imagined sounds to 
represent Mars dust storms and current temperature. The discussion continued 
on the atmosphere, water, ice, creation of crater and what sounds/ music would 
accompany each. Researched the Mars Rovers and we also investigated how 
many are still sending information. The musical pieces now became more 
involved using dynamics, pulse, and construction. We recorded and filmed each 
group. 

Lesson 3- Reviewed previous lesson, we added even more computer images 
displayed on a large screen located behind the instrument table which cast 
shadows on each player giving the impression of the student on the planet scape. 
The newest rover has landed the week before, so the students were excited! The 
first half of the session each group planned a performance for the principle, 
volunteers, parents and other teachers. Each group assigned a spokesperson to 
share highlights of the lessons. 
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Lesson Example 

https://www.facebook.com/bobstagner/videos/10217021369899717/

Project Info
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Dickson Highschool
Artist: Dee Kimbrell

https://www.facebook.com/bobstagner/videos/10217021369899717/


The Special Needs program from two rival high schools came together to create 
a 4 x 5 bottle cap image of their high school mascots. The groups collaborated 
with each other and typically developed helpers to complete the images.

Lesson Plan 
Artist Prep work for the project: (5 hours) 
· Painted the images on 3 x 4 canvases 
· Gathered bottle caps and supporting materials 
· Laid out the caps onto the image on the canvas 
· Bag together appropriate color and number of caps for different sections of the image
Day one

• Teaching artist instructed the participants and helpers about how to match the cap sizes to the 

image and also how to apply the glue. 

• Participants gathered around their mascot and collaborated together to glue the appropriate 

color and size of cap to the image. 

To accommodate attention spans, there were two shifts of participants (AM & PM), each gluing for 
approximately an hour to two hours each. There was a break for lunch between the two shifts when 
participants socialized.
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Assessment Method
Teacher Observation 
• Mathematical skills: matching shape and color 

• Participants were instructed how to glue the caps to the canvas. 

• Participants matched the appropriate color of cap and the size of the cap to the canvas 

• Social Skills: Collaboration within a group, waiting for your turn, interacting with peers 

• Participants were expected to be considerate of each other and work as a team 

• Participants interacted with peers, discussing their work but also social situations they were 

involved with 

• Cognitive Skills: Focus and Completion of Tasks 

• Participants were expected to work on a part of the mural for one hour 

• Participants maintained focus for well over an hour for many of them. They took pride in their 

work and showed others the art when it was completed.
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!   !   !   

            !          !

Student Stories 

One older gentleman, Richard, who was nonverbal, was so proud of the work that he had done 
on the tiger’s eye that he stood by the area for 30 minutes afterward and pointed it out to anyone that 
passed by. 
 One young lady had severe scoliosis of the spine, among other physical disabilities that 
confined her to a wheelchair. She worked with an adult volunteer for over two hours gluing caps and 
talking and laughing together. She was determined to finish “her side of the board” and she did! 
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This project brought together 3 different groups of people with disabilities from elementary age 
to older adults from the community. Even though they didn’t know each other, they collaborated 
together beautifully and stayed focus on the task until it was completed. Many of the adults 
commented on how they were surprised that their children/charges had focused for such a long 
period of time. They were also very excited that their artwork would be displayed in a public setting. 
These bottle cap images will be hung in the respective schools.

Educational Moments 
• This is a very rural area and many of these participants are somewhat isolated on a day to day 

basis. Participants were given the opportunity to socialize with peers and practice and hone 
social emotional skills. 

• Participants were able to focus on a task for an extended period of time. 
• Participants followed a multi-step set of directions in order to complete the task.

BORDERLESS ARTS TENNESSEE CURRICULUM MAP – EVALUATION TOOL 

Enduring Understandings (big ideas or concepts): Our Solar System is enormous in size.  The Sun, Moon, Our Earth and other Planets and Stars are part 
of our solar system. We can identify many types of shapes and movement patterns in space.   Students found that they could create visual art in both two- 
and three-dimensional form to represent what they had learned.

Learning Outcome 1: Learning Outcome 2: Learning Outcome 3:

Students evaluate subject matter by using mathematic 
and scientific thinking to organize and exhibit 
understanding of presented content using symbols and 
ideas

Students apply the principles of design and art 
elements in relationship to a specific concept.

Students learn to create based on direct 
tactile encounters as well as 
imagination.

Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria:
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Milan Elementary School  
“Imagined Solar Sytems” 

Artist: Debra Tayloe 



Students will be given the opportunity to recognize, 
apply and integrate scientific facts and mathematical 
patterns as they count aloud, sing songs related to the 
Solar System and look closely at and discuss visuals 
used in the classroom. Participation in discussion and 
effort in relationship to current abilities are key 
components in understanding success level.

Students will make cognitive, intuitive and physical 
discoveries while exploring scientific facts and 
speculations about the Earth’s Solar System.  They 
will explore metaphoric and parallel possibilities for 
creating visual art form based on this information. 

Students will learn to apply 
mathematical and scientific knowledge/
principles in an interdisciplinary 
project. 

Instructional Activities Instructional Activities Instructional Activities

1

Read our key classroom book: “Papa Will You 
Get the Moon For Me” by Eric Carle. 
Begin to learn “Silver Moon Song” 
Make connections concerning the Phases of 
the Moon pictured in Carle’s book. 
Hands on Art -Begin an accordion take-home 
book in which shape and color are used to 
reinforce knowledge of the moon, stars, and 
sun. 

Students identify rectangles, angles, circles, curves; 
make placement judgments based on presented 
visuals and facts about planetary movement and 
place in our solar system. 
Looked at visuals of clouds, mist and hot gasses in 
the book and visuals. Placed their moon shape “into 
the clouds”.

Cut and manipulate papers in various 
ways and glue specific shapes on the 
accordion book based on presented 
factual material and their personal 
composition choices. 

2

Begin with reading the Eric Carle book and 
singing “Silver Moon Song”. 
Introduce the 1976 Childcraft Encyclopedia for 
Children - World and Space volume with 
photos of various phenomena in the solar 
system. 
Vocabulary: Look. Watch. Notice. Count. 
Changes. Time. Measure. Distant. Near. Far. 
Circle.  Sphere. Ellipse. Crescent. Elliptical.

Students will consider where and how to place their 
collage elements as they orient the ladder upwards 
toward the moon in their front-page composition. 

Hands on Art –Students used straight 
lines and overlap to create a ladder “to 
the moon” on the front cover of the 
book.  Independent decisions were 
made about placement of cut shapes. 
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3

Begin with our Eric Carle book and “Silver 
Moon Song” continuing to strengthen 
understanding of relationship of sun, earth and 
moon. 
 Introduced two new books as visuals: 1. 
“Comets, Stars, the Moon and Mars” - colors, 
textures, shapes and the myriad variety in the 
expanse of the universe and 2. The 1976 
Childcraft Encyclopedia for Children - World 
and Space volume with photos of various 
phenomena in the solar system.  Student are 
encouraged to draw shapes and perceived 
movements n the air with their pointing finger 
to better understand them. 
Vocabulary during discussion was:  Look. 
Watch. Changes. Time. Measure. Count.  
Many. Distant. Near. Far. Circle.  Sphere. 
Ellipse. Crescent. Elliptical.

Students learn to use new art making 
tools while exploring creating many 
shapes and spaces to express what the 
Solar System “looks like”.

4

Begin with our Eric Carle book, and our song. 
Review specific pages of “Comets, Stars, the 
Moon and Mars” identify colors, movement 
shapes, find textures, hard edged shapes and 
variety in size and distance in the solar system. 
Review shapes and space shapes made on 2-D 
Template Art Work created the previous day 
Vocabulary: Rough, Smooth, Bright, Foggy, 
Arched, Curved, Circular, Close, Near, Far, 
Further.

A 3-D Collage Stand Up Space World was created by 
each student as they chose from a variety of papers 
cut in many sizes, length and colors, colors. 
Students are shown how to create movement and 
build tall shapes, create variety and pattern, and to 
follow their own imagination.

This opportunity to make choices about 
media manipulation, representation and 
placement produces a wide variety of 
interpretations artistically as well as a 
clear picture of how each child 
processed the presented concepts.     

Conclude with singing “Silver Moon 
Song”, re-reading “Papa Will You Get 
the Moon for Me?” or doing both if 
time. 
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Lesson Plan
Opening: 
*Began with the group singing the “Silver Moon Song” first two stanzas. 
*Instructor read “Papa Will You Get the Moon for Me” 
*** Comets, Stars, the Moon & Mars by Douglas Florian was introduced for the first time. Rather 
than read the book specific pages were focused on as we looked at strange and familiar shape 
formations in space. 
*Once again, we drew large shapes in the air with our pointing fingers. 
*Movement, motion, size and distance were discussed. 
It was quite exciting to imagine how “big” space is! 
Hands-on Art 
Creating Imagined Solar Systems 

5…

Begin with the Eric Carle book, and our song. 
Look at visuals of daytime skies with a sun 
that were painted by the artist Van Gogh. 
Discuss the Earth’s rotation – daytime and 
nighttime. 
Return to the accordion book to complete the 
back pages by emphasizing Daytime 
(Nighttime is represented on the front and 
inside) and the Sun and the Sky as subject 
matter. 
Vocabulary: Sphere, Round, Circular, 
Radiating, Red, Orange, Yellow, Bright, Hot, 
Burning, Constant, Disappear, Far, Sky, 
Sunlight.

Students will layer three multi sized circles of 
yellow, orange and red to create a large single sun 
shape which implies radiating light. 

Students will practice making marks using yellow, 
gold and red markers to emulate Van Gogh’s 
Impressionistic brushstroke style.  They will create 
two pages of sunlit sky surrounding the sun.

Students may choose their own 
placement of the sun on either page and 
find their own color emphasis and 
marking style as they create an 
Impressionist type scene of sky and 
light.  

Conclude with singing “Silver Moon 
Song”, re-reading “Papa Will You Get 
the Moon For Me?” or doing both if 
time.
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*The objective was for each student to create their own solar system world as they recollected the 
pages of our book by Douglas Florian and previous discussions about shapes of objects and shapes 
of spaces. 
We discussed repetition and size; overlapping which creates new secondary shapes; filling up our 
paper until shapes run off the edges. 
*Various sizes of curvilinear draftsman’s templates were handed out for the children to share in twos 
and then as they exhausted possibilities the instructor would “trade out” their templates with another 
table’s templates. 
*This included templates with large winding curves; multiple circles and ovals (thus ellipses) in 
various sizes. 
*These are a valuable resource to have in the classroom as the templates seem to feed creativity and 
imagination and can be used to explore various subjects. 
*Materials: 
Each student begins with: 
*one 12 x 18 piece of white sulphite 
*one Crayola marker the color of their choice 
*template to use and share and “trade out eventually” 
Next Step: 
When individual students have made as many overlapping and singular shapes and spaces as they 
wish: 
*Ask students to notice: 
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the tiny and small shapes that have “happened” when they overlapped their templates. (Some may 
have few, some may have many) 
to find favorite shapes and curved spaces they like 
*each student may then use any and all Crayola markers to color in chosen shapes and spaces in their 
space world. 
NOTE: The students are given choice to fill in as many or as few shapes as they wish in order to 
complete what they think is a finished composition. 
It was interesting too that not one student tried to draw “something else” on their composition. They 
were excited trying to create a solar system’s movement and possible shapes of space itself!

�   �   �
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Student Stories 
Joshua (not his real name) is a young student placed in the third and fourth grade classroom of special education students. 
The classroom teacher had informed me the students in this class were considered to be at 1st grade level in most subjects. 
Joshua has a severe speech impediment and is almost impossible to understand. Those who have been around him for some 
time can sometimes understand what he is saying, and then not always. He was a cooperative child and has a certain 
brightness in his eyes when something intrigues him. While his speech holds him back in expressing himself verbally his 
artistic ability absolutely shines. By the third day of class he seemed totally engaged in his projects and seemed to forget 
about anyone else around him. His creative ability and understanding of the information and concepts presented in class was 
well ahead of third grade level, let alone 1st grade level. After the last class he and another student walked over to where I 
was straightening and packing. Joshua wanted to talk. And did he ever. He was holding his Solar System Space World piece 
and talking “a mile a minute” telling me all about it, looking me in the eye and pointing to this and that excitedly. Try as I 
could I only caught a word or two but could understand to a certain degree through his facial expressions. He talked several 
minutes, and I tried to respond by nods and smiles as he pointed enthusiastically to one place or another on his Solar System 
3-d Board. It was so encouraging to me to see such positive persistence in a childlike Joshua who has a sweet disposition 
and such an extreme difficulty in communicating in terms of his speech. He simply keeps on trying. He was quite successful 
at expressing himself through artistic means that clearly stated that he understood the facts we had studied that week and 
that he could create artistic representations of what he had absorbed. He was so happy with what he had made that week that 
you couldn’t help but be happy with him.
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A Note from the Teacher 
“Debra Tayloe came to my classroom on September 10-14, 2018 for her residency with the Borderless Arts TN 
grant. We were able to collaborate ahead of time in order to ensure that the material that I taught meshed well with 
what she had to bring to my class. Fortunately, I was working with the book Papa, please get the moon for me by 
Eric Carle. Mrs. Tayloe used the book to design many of her art projects while allowing the students to express 
their own artistic ideas. My students thoroughly enjoyed the program and looked forward to each day’s projects. 
They discovered that they can express their thoughts, feelings, and creativity through art.” -Kim Hickerson
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Overton High school 
Artist: Dee Kimbrell



Project Info

This project consisted of special needs students creating individual unique works of art using a 
method of painting called Acrylic Pour Painting. This method of painting allows any individual to be 
successful, regardless of their painting abilities, because it depends on the scientific and 
mathematical mixture of the paints. Students received instructions and participate in mixing the 
components of pour painting. After students compare and contrast the space photos of Earth and 
Mars and participate in group discussions about the differences in the topography and atmosphere, 
they will create a pour painting on a recycled CD to represent the planets Earth and Mars. After the 
paintings have dried, students will compare and contrast their images to the photographs from space 
and discuss their observations in small groups.

Lesson Plan

Day One: 
· Watch PowerPoint and have large group discussion about comparative sizes, colors and positions of 
the planets and moon 
· Break into small groups (6) and paint the canvas with black and splatter stars and set aside to dry 
· Students pick colors for their planets by closely observing the example to see what colors were 
used. Students choose which colors they want to use and mix the paints into the cups for the pour/
flow painting. 
· Students pour the paint and tip the canvases to cover for moon, mars and earth respectively. 
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· All paintings are set aside to dry. 
· While students are gluing, review concepts of size and color and planets in the Universe. 
Day Two: 
· Students gather their dried paintings together and design how they want their planets to appear in 
the sky. 
· Students glue each of the planets and moon to their canvas and allow to dry. 
· While students are gluing, review concepts of size and color and planets in the Universe. 
Description: Students will create a space canvas with the planets Earth and Mars and Earth’s moon. 
They will compare and contrast the sizes of the planets and moon as well as the colors. Students will 
participate in pour painting and painting with a brush to create this art

Learning Outcomes
• Participants compared and contrasted the size and colors of the planets 

• Assessment Criteria: Participation in group discussion and orally answering direct questions 

• Methods and Results: Students watched a PowerPoint that clearly showed the planets side by 

side so they could see the difference. In a large group, we discussed various ways to understand 

the concept of small, medium and large and big, bigger and biggest. Students were asked to 
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choose the combination of colors for their planets based on the pictures from space and they 

did. 

• Participants used Social Emotional and Cognitive skills by following specific directions to 

create their projects 

• Assessment Criteria: Teacher Observation, completed project 

Methods and Results: Students participated in small groups and followed step by step 

directions to create their art projects. Students practiced self-control to wait for their turn and also 

followed the directions seamlessly to create their art. 

• Participants used Social Emotional Skills to work collaboratively in a small group 

• Assessment Criteria: Teacher observation 
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• Methods and Results: Students worked in small groups to answer questions related to their 

project. All were engaged and worked together in small groups to create their individual art 

project.

Student Stories

· As one girl lifted her cup and watched all the colors, she had chosen flow together on the circular canvas she 
exclaimed, “Now THAT’s what I’m talking about!!” 

· Two of the students were discussing what they were going to do with their artwork and one student said, “I am 
going to hang it in my room so that I can see it every day.” 
· One nonverbal student was anticipating the results of pouring the colors that he had chosen that he was literally 
jumping up and down.
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BAT TENNESSEE CURRICULUM MAP – EVALUATION TOOL 

Enduring Understandings (big ideas or concepts): Students will build projects out of wood using hammers, saws, and drills. The projects 
will help them learn about space.

Learning Outcome 1: Learning Outcome 2: Learning Outcome 3:

Identify different types of tools. Demonstrate how to use tools safely. Build projects out of wood.

Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria:

Students name or point out a hammer, saw, and 
drill. Students identify parts of the tools.

Students use tools safely and effectively. Students complete finished projects.

Instructional Activities Instructional Activities Instructional Activities
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“Shades of Development” 
Artist: Jennie Harriman  



1
Show students each tool before it is used 
(hammer, saw, drill), name the tool, and 
name the parts of the tool.

Show students how to use each tool by 
demonstrating on a piece of wood. Give 
students tips for each tool that make the tool 
work more effectively.

Demonstrate step by step how to build a 
solar system model and a rover.

2
Use names of tools and parts of tools 
during demonstrations and while students 
are using the tools.

Give students tips on body positioning for the 
most effective use of tools. 

Paint suns and earths by community ball 
rolling.

3 Assist students as needed by helping them hold 
tools.

Decorate rovers.

4
Provide interactive situations for using the 
finished products: spin the sun, planets 
and planet supports to demonstrate 
rotations and orbits and drive rovers.

UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

I. Provide multiple means of REPRESENTATION– Recognition Networks

17. Provide options for perception Arts Options:

1.1 Customize the display of information

x1.2  Provide alternatives for auditory information Combine verbal instructions with physical objects by 
showing sample projects and using actual tools and other 

materials.

x1.3  Provide alternatives for visual information Combine verbal instructions with physical objects by 
showing sample projects and using actual tools and other 

materials.

1. Provide options for language and symbols Arts Options:

2.1  Define vocabulary and symbols Show visual and textural examples. 
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o 2.2  Clarify syntax and structure

o 2.3  Decode text and mathematical notation

o 2.4 Promote cross-linguistic understanding

x2.5 Illustrate key concepts non-linguistically Demonstrate how to use tools and how to make projects 
move.

1. Provide options for comprehension Arts Options:

x3.1  Provide or activate background knowledge Ask learners where wood comes from to stimulate a 
discussion about trees and ask if they have used tools.

x3.2  Highlight critical features, big ideas, and 
relationships

x3.3  Guide information processing Each project progresses based on the tools used for prior 
projects.

x3.4  Support memory and transfer Each project progresses based on the tools used for prior 
projects. Ask questions referring to learning activities 
from the prior day.
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Lesson Plan 

Day 1: 
· Introduce space, solar system model and 
tools. 
· Saw and drill planet supports. Sand bases. 
Day 2:
· Sand supports and drill bases. 
· Paint bases and supports. 
· Paint suns and earths via community ball 
rolling. 
· Glue supports and sun skewer. 

Day 3:
· Discuss spinning and orbiting. 
· Nail Mars and earth onto pedestals. 
· Attach items to skewer. 
Day 4: 
· Read Mars book and view images of rovers. 
· List what we need to live on earth and Mars. 
· Decorate body of mini Rover. 
· Hammer on axles and wheels. 
· Add solar panels, antennae, and cameras.

Student Stories
SHADES of Development is an after-school program. Our Mars woodworking residency was held during the program’s club 

time in the school cafeteria. Other clubs were doing activities at the same time. For the first three meeting times, there were twenty 
students in the residency from grades K-2. There was a lot going on with sixty children in the cafeteria at the same time! One student 
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in the residency became distracted each time and needed redirection to focus on the project. The last day of the residency, there were 
ten students in the group. On that day, this student was focused and engaged, showed skill with the hammer, and declared to me that 
we were learning about space while we were woodworking. 
Another student asked me if I had a globe when he first saw the SEM model. On the last day, when we walked in, he said, “Welcome 
back, guys!” 
Since we were in the same room with sixty other children, they were exposed to what we were doing, even if they were not directly 
involved in the residency group. As we left on the last day, one such child said, “Good-bye woodworking people!”

 �          �  �

Project Info
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“Songwriting workshop” 

Artists: Tammy Vice and Les Ker



In three sessions, students will be guided through the songwriting process and will learn the musical 
elements of a song, lyric writing and song structure. The subject matter will be focused on space, the 
solar system and space travel. The students will offer input regarding music and lyric elements and 
will create a song on their own, guided through the process by the facilitators.

Lesson Plan
Prior to sessions: Facilitators will review the concept of space and prepare suggestions to help students begin the 
songwriting process. 
Session 1: 

1. Facilitators will explain the purpose of songwriting and will illustrate the elements of a song. 
Those elements are: a. Chorus/hook line b. Verses c. Bridge 

The importance of each of those elements and how they link together to create a complete song will be 
demonstrated. 
2. Focusing on space as the subject of the song, students will suggest words that will be used to write the lyrics of 
the song and find a common theme for the piece. 

Session 2: 
1. Students will review the words they suggested and look for a common theme upon which to base the song’s 
theme. 

2. The concept of “clustering” will be explored and implemented, using common phrases and ideas that would fit 
into individual verses. The same concept will be applied to material the students suggested in creating a chorus and 
a bridge. 
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3. Using their own musical skills and those of the facilitators, students will work on a melody for the lyrics they 
compose. 

Session 3: 
1. The music and melody created by the students will be honed into a complete song. 

2. Students will learn and perform the finished song. 
Between sessions: 

Facilitators will review the work of students and create suggestions for the students to improve the song and hone 
their skills involving the creation of lyrics and melody.

Learning Outcome
Students learned how to structure a song musically and lyrically. They learned how to focus lyrics on the specific 
subject of the song, outer space. They were able to grasp song elements including verse, chorus, bridge, rhyme, 
meter and melody.  
Lyrics: the students learned that the subject matter of the various elements (verses, chorus, bridge) should prove 
and support the title or general concept of the song.  
Music: students learned that consistent musical structure makes a song cohesive and easy to remember. They also 
learned that transitional elements, such as a musical bridge or instrumental passage, helps move songs along with a 
bit of variety to maintain listeners’ interest.  
-Assessment Criteria – As the students learned the elements of a song and the value of sticking to the subject, they 
began to merge those parts together creating a complete song.  
-Methods and Results – The students were taught the concept of “clustering” similar words and ideas into 
individual verses, the bridge and chorus of the song. As each of those elements took shape, they understood why 
they were important to the complete song. 
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Assessment Criteria 

1. When asked to offer initial ideas, students enthusiastically participated offering many thoughts and potential

directions for the subject matter of the song to follow. 

2. Student writing became more focused as the sessions progressed, honing in on each part of the song. 

3. Students displayed a broad knowledge of the solar system and used analogies to illustrate the vastness of space 

compared to distance within human relationships. 

4. Students were actively participating in the creation of each element of the song. 

5. All students in the class interacted with each other and with instructors helping to understanding the value of a 

collaborative effort.

Methods and Results 
- After explaining that space would be the general subject matter of the song, we asked students for ideas that focused on space and 
how it could be used to tell a story in words and music. - Because the students were aware of music and had knowledge of some 
instruments and composition, they willingly participated in the songwriting process. 
-When the song was completed, all of the students sang or played an instrument to perform the finished composition. - When asked 
about the effects of the class on their learning, students showed interest in writing more songs and performing them in the future.

Student Stories
Students quickly grasped the concept of keeping to the subject of each verse, chorus, etc. They didn’t try to inject 
subject matter irrelevant to the particular parts of the song. 
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 When the song was completed, all the students sang, three played instruments and one offered a surprise vocal 
ending that was met with rousing applause.

�   �

BAT TENNESSEE CURRICULUM MAP – EVALUATION TOOL 

Enduring Understandings (big ideas or concepts): Students will build projects out of wood using hammers, saws, and drills while learning 
about Mars.

Learning Outcome 1: Learning Outcome 2: Learning Outcome 3:

Identify different types of tools. Demonstrate how to use tools safely. Build projects out of wood.

Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria:

Students name or point out a hammer, saw, and 
drill. Students identify parts of the tools.

Students use tools safely and effectively. Students complete finished projects.

Instructional Activities Instructional Activities Instructional Activities
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“Mars” 
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1
Show students each tool before it is used 
(hammer, saw, drill), name the tool, and 
name the parts of the tool.

Show students how to use each tool by 
demonstrating on a piece of wood. Give 
students tips for each tool that make the tool 
work more effectively.

Demonstrate step by step how to build a 
solar system model, a rover, and a 
Martian.

2

Use names of tools and parts of tools 
during demonstrations and while students 
are using the tools.

Give students tips on body positioning for the 
most effective use of tools. 

Provide interactive situations for using the 
finished products: spin the sun, planets 
and planet supports to demonstrate 
rotations and orbits; drive rovers; set up 
Martians for photographs.

3 Assist students as needed by helping them hold 
tools.

UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

I. Provide multiple means of REPRESENTATION– Recognition Networks
20. Provide options for perception Arts Options:

1.1 Customize the display of information

x1.2  Provide alternatives for auditory 
information

Combine verbal instructions with physical 
objects by showing sample projects and using 

actual tools and other materials.

x1.3  Provide alternatives for visual information Combine verbal instructions with physical 
objects by showing sample projects and using 

actual tools and other materials.

1. Provide options for language and symbols Arts Options:

2.1  Define vocabulary and symbols Show visual and textural examples. 
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o 2.2  Clarify syntax and structure

o 2.3  Decode text and mathematical 
notation

o 2.4 Promote cross-linguistic understanding

x2.5 Illustrate key concepts non-linguistically Demonstrate how to use tools and how to make 
projects move.

1. Provide options for comprehension Arts Options:

x3.1  Provide or activate background knowledge Ask learners where wood comes from to 
stimulate a discussion about trees and ask if 

they have used tools.

x3.2  Highlight critical features, big ideas, and 
relationships

x3.3  Guide information processing Each project progresses based on the tools used 
for prior projects.

x3.4  Support memory and transfer Each project progresses based on the tools used 
for prior projects. Ask questions referring to 
learning activities from the prior day.

UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

II. Provide multiple means for ACTION AND EXPRESSION - Strategic Networks
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1. Provide options for physical actions Arts Options:

o 4.1  Provide options in the mode of 
physical response

Demonstrate modifications for how to use tools 
more easily for learners using wheelchairs or 

walkers.

o 4.2 Provide options in the means of navigation

x4.3 Provide options for accessing tools and 
assistive technologies

Provide sanding blocks with elastic for 
learners with low muscle tone in their hands.

1. Provide options for expressive skills and 
fluency Arts Options:

o 5.1  Allow choices of media for 
communication

Provide a variety of materials to decorate 
projects.

x5.2  Provide appropriate tools for composition 
and problem solving

Provide a variety of materials to decorate 
projects.

o 5.3 Provide ways to scaffold practice and 
performance

Each project progresses based on the tools used 
for prior projects.

1. Provide options for executive functions Arts Options:

o 6.1  Guide effective goal setting

o 6.2  Support planning and strategy 
development

o 6.3  Facilitate managing information and 
resources
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o 6.4  Enhance capacity for monitoring 
progress

UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

III. Provide multiple means for ENGAGEMENT - Affective Networks

1. Provide options for recruiting interest Arts Options:

x7.1  Increase individual choice and autonomy Offer choice of material colors, eye protection, gloves 
and sanders.

7.2 Enhance relevance, value, and authenticity Explore ways to use finished projects.

x7.3  Reduce threats and distractions Use language that supports positive reinforcement and 
respect for the learners.

1. Provide options for sustaining effort and persistence Arts Options:
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Lesson Plan
Day 1- Make a Rover 
1. Read Mars book and view images of rovers. Students list what we need to live on earth and Mars. Show SEM (sun, earth, Mars) 
model to demonstrate spinning and orbiting. 

o 8.1  Heighten salience of goals and objectives Display steps to make the project.

x8.2  Vary levels of challenge and support Use language that supports positive reinforcement and 
respect for learners as they progress in using the tools. 
Encourage learners to work independently, especially 

when other adults are doing it for them.

x8.3  Foster collaboration and communication Have learners work in pairs, share tools, and assist each 
other. Ask students for help.

x8.4  Increase mastery-oriented feedback Use language that supports positive reinforcement and 
respect for the learners.

9. Provide options for self-regulation Arts Options:

o 9.1  Guide personal goal-setting and expectations

o 9.2 Scaffold coping skills and strategies Encourage learners by using positive reinforcement.

o 9.3  Develop self-assessment and reflection Ask learners what tools they enjoyed most. 

UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

III. Provide multiple means for ENGAGEMENT - Affective Networks

1. Provide options for recruiting interest Arts Options:

x7.1  Increase individual choice and autonomy Offer choice of material colors, eye protection, gloves 
and sanders.

7.2 Enhance relevance, value, and authenticity Explore ways to use finished projects.
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2. Discuss trees and wood used for projects. 
v Needles and leaves 
v Soft and hard 
v Grain and knots 
3. Demonstrate sanding. Sand body of rover. 
4. Paint body of rover. Rub dry with paper towels. 
5. Demonstrate hammering. Hammer on axles and wheels. 
6. Glue on solar panels, antennae, cameras, and other items to design rovers. Draw details. 
Day 2- Make a Martian, drill and saw pieces for collaborative SEM model 
1. How would people breathe on Mars? Make a gas demonstration. 
2. Demonstrate drilling. Drill arms and legs. 
3. Demonstrate sawing. Saw arms and legs. 
4. SAND limbs, head/torso, and air tank. 
5. Paint head/torso block, arms and legs with one color. 
6. Paint air tank another color, if desired. 
Day 3-Finish Martians, collaborate to finish SEM Model 
1. Choose skin color crayon or colored pencil and color face square. Draw on eyes and mouth. Glue face on block. 
2. Nail arm and leg on one side of body. Repeat on other side. 
3. Attach face shield by hammering in eyelets. 
4. Decorate: draw with markers, glue on embellishments. 
5. Glue on air tank. 
6. SEM Model 
· Paint base and supports. 
· Color sun and earth. 
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· Attach items to skewer. 
Link to books read by astronauts from the International Space Station: 
storytimefromspace.com 
Max Goes to Mars

Student Stories
I noticed two different students who made significant progress during the residency. An aide assisted 
each of them. On the first day, they both seemed a bit agitated. On the following days, each of them 
was more engaged. They worked independently to drill and saw. 
The students worked in pairs. One partnership stood out to me. A male student continually redirected 
his female partner, reminding her what she needed to do. I appreciated his kindness and directness 
with her. He also demonstrated patience and perseverance in getting nails hammered all the way in. 
Another student sanded for so long, he made quite a pile of sawdust. He also demonstrated 
determination in threading a washer and wheel onto a nail with hand tremors. 
On the second day, when students came in and sat down, one student said, “I’m feeling really excited 
for some reason.” On the last day, a student said, “I am grateful.” 
And I am grateful to witness the confidence, joy and independence that woodworking brings to 
others.
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Enduring Understandings (big ideas or concepts):
Students will understand why the planets are all different colors.
Students will understand how their art project is an abstract representation of our solar system
Students will understand how their choices for materials will affect the final product of their artwork.

Learning Outcome 1: Learning Outcome 2: Learning Outcome 3:

Science:GLE 0607.Inq.5  Communicate scientific 
understanding using descriptions, explanations, 
and models
GLE 0607.6.1  Analyze information about the 
major components of the universe
GLE 0607.6.2  Describe the relative distance 
between objects in the solar system from earth
GLE 0707..7.1  Describe the physical properties 
of minerals
GLE 0807.9.1  Understand that all matter is made 
up of atoms
GLE 0807.9.2  Explain that matter has properties 
that are determined by the structure and 
arrangement of its atoms

Art:7.VA.Cr2.C Apply visual organizational 
strategies to design and produce a work of art, 
design, or media that clearly communicates 
information or ideas 
6.VA.Cr3.A Reflect on and revise personal 
artwork to convey intended meaning
8.VA.R1.A Compare and contrast contexts and 
media in which viewers encounter images that 
influence ideas, emotions, and actions. 
7.VA.R2.A Interpret art to identify ideas and 
mood conveyed by analyzing art-making 
approaches, relevant context, subject matter, 
and use of media while using appropriate art 
vocabulary. 

Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria: Assessment Criteria:

Students can identify each planet in our solar 
system by their physical properties (color, state of 
matter, etc).
Students can identify which planets are made up 
of gases and which are solids.

Students can explain how their artwork is an 
abstract representation of our solar system.
Students can explain why they made their 
choices by using color descriptions and the 
opaque or transparent quality of the beads.

Instructional Activities Instructional Activities Instructional Activities
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“Planet-Inspired Sun Catcher Mobiles”



1

Day 1:  Teacher assess students’ prior 
knowledge by asking questions to the 
group.  Students then view NASA 
photographs and diagrams of the planets 
in our solar system and we discuss why 
planets are different colors.  Students 
determine what beads would best 
represent each planet (students take notes 
to refer to).  Students exposed to 
vocabulary such as gasses, solids, 
minerals, transparent, opaque.  

Day 1:  Students create the first 6 planets out of 
pony beads that are then melted to create a sun 
catcher.  Students exposed to vocabulary such 
as representation and abstract.

2

Day 2:  Teacher reviews concepts learned 
the day before and students identify their 
6 planets and place in correct order from 
the sun.  Students make last 3 planets (we 
included Pluto but discusses it is a dwarf 
planet).  Students hung their first 6 
planets from a hanger to begin to make 
their sun catcher mobile.  

Day 2:  Students make last 3 planets (we 
included Pluto but discusses it is a dwarf 
planet).  Students hung their first 6 planets 
from a hanger to begin to make their sun 
catcher mobile.  Students are exposed to 
vocabulary such as mobile.

3

Day 3:  Teacher reviews concepts learned 
the day before and students identify their 
last 3 planets.  They hang them on their 
mobile.  The remaining time is used to 
decorate and personalize their completed 
sun catcher mobile.  

Day 3:  We discuss how and why our mobile is 
an abstract representation of the planets in our 
solar system.  
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UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

I. Provide multiple means of REPRESENTATION– Recognition Networks

28. Provide options for perception Arts Options:

o 1.1 Customize the display of information

o 1.2  Provide alternatives for auditory 
information

Combine verbal instructions with visual examples

o 1.3  Provide alternatives for visual 
information

Combine verbal instructions with visual examples

1. Provide options for language and symbols Arts Options:

o 2.1  Define vocabulary and symbols New words and concepts presented/defined so 
everyone has the same working vocabulary

o 2.2  Clarify syntax and structure

o 2.3  Decode text and mathematical 
notation

o 2.4 Promote cross-linguistic understanding

o 2.5 Illustrate key concepts non-linguistically Visual examples made available the duration of 
the project

1. Provide options for comprehension Arts Options:

o 3.1  Provide or activate background 
knowledge

Teacher assess prior knowledge at beginning of 
project
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o 3.2  Highlight critical features, big ideas, 
and relationships

Students take notes on important information 
they will use

o 3.3  Guide information processing Show relationship/examples of science concepts 
found in art and man-made items.

o 3.4  Support memory and transfer Gave students the opportunity to reflect on the 
concepts and activities each day.  Also reviewed 
at the beginning of day 2 and 3 what they 
learned from the prior sessions.

UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

II. Provide multiple means for ACTION AND EXPRESSION - Strategic Networks

1. Provide options for physical actions Arts Options:

o 4.1  Provide options in the mode of 
physical response

Students encouraged to take notes about planet 
colors

o 4.2 Provide options in the means of navigation

o 4.3 Provide options for accessing tools and 
assistive technologies

1. Provide options for expressive skills and fluency Arts Options:

o 5.1  Allow choices of media for 
communication

Students provided with a wide array of pony 
bead hues along with opaque or transparent beds 

to create unique artwork
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o 5.2  Provide appropriate tools for 
composition and problem solving

Students provided with a wide array of pony 
bead hues along with opaque or transparent beds 

to create unique artwork

o 5.3 Provide ways to scaffold practice and 
performance

In each activity, students use information from 
the prior session

1. Provide options for executive functions Arts Options:

o 6.1  Guide effective goal setting

o 6.2  Support planning and strategy 
development

o 6.3  Facilitate managing information and 
resources

Science concepts and art creation are broken 
down into manageable sessions

UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

III. Provide multiple means for ENGAGEMENT - Affective Networks

1. Provide options for recruiting interest Arts Options:

o 7.1  Increase individual choice and 
autonomy

Students given choices for materials used in 
project

o 7.2 Enhance relevance, value, and authenticity

o 7.3  Reduce threats and distractions Students worked with staff and peer buddies as 
needed

1. Provide options for sustaining effort and 
persistence Arts Options:
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Project Info

o 8.1  Heighten salience of goals and 
objectives

o 8.2  Vary levels of challenge and support

o 8.3  Foster collaboration and 
communication

Students worked together to share materials

o 8.4  Increase mastery-oriented feedback Asked students reflection questions at beginning 
and end of each session

9. Provide options for self-regulation Arts Options:

o 9.1  Guide personal goal-setting and 
expectations

o 9.2 Scaffold coping skills and strategies

o 9.3  Develop self-assessment and 
reflection

UDL Guidelines Unit of Study

III. Provide multiple means for ENGAGEMENT - Affective Networks

1. Provide options for recruiting interest Arts Options:

o 7.1  Increase individual choice and 
autonomy

Students given choices for materials used in 
project

o 7.2 Enhance relevance, value, and authenticity
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Students at Woodland Middle School in Brentwood participated in a three-day art project, led by teaching artist, 
Jen Vogus. This residency was made possible by a grant from the TN Department of Education, in which the arts 
are used to teach science concepts related to the planets in our solar system. Students created vibrant “planet-
inspired” sun catcher mobiles by selecting appropriate color pony beads according to the various planetary colors 
and melting them to form the finished pieces. Jen Vogus started off the project presenting several NASA 
photographs of the planets to the students and discussing that planet colors are determined by the gases and 
minerals they consist of. Students identified the bead color combinations and patterns that would best represent 
each planet. Students defined science and art related vocabulary such as gas, solid, opaque, transparent, and 
abstract.

Lesson Plan 

Student supplies: Opaque and translucent pony beads of a variety of colors, muffin pans, string, hangers, poster 
board, foam letter stickers, star stickers, scissors, tape.

Teacher supplies: outdoor grill, tongs, drill with small bit

Activities: 
- View photographs and diagrams of the planets in our solar system

- Discuss why planets are different colors 

- Select appropriate color pony beads to represent each planet in the form of sun catchers 

- Create a mobile to hang all 9 planets sun catchers (with planets in correct order) 

- Personalize sun catcher with students’ names (a sticker)
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Learning Outcomes
- Students will understand why the planets are different colors 

- Students will be able to use science and art vocabulary appropriately; such as abstract, gas, solid, opaque, 

transparent

- Students will be able to identify how their abstract work of art accurately depicts our solar system and in other 

ways differs from reality (size of planets and distance between them)

Student Story
At the end of the last session the students completed assembling their sun catcher mobiles. One student was 
admiring his as we reviewed the order of the planets and why they have the colors she chose for them. He 
said to me, “My mobile is really cool, but all of our planets are the same size. Jupiter is bigger than the 
others.” I complimented him for asking such a good question, as I was about to bring this very point up! So, I 
proposed the question to the class about how our mobile in some ways an accurate representation of is the 
planets but is inaccurate in other ways. Another student said, “Because it is planet-INSPIRED! It is not 
exact!” Then we went on to discuss what abstract means and that in reality the planets are different sizes and 
different distances apart. We were impressed with each of these students’ thoughtful questions and response!
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Final Notes  

Borderless Arts Tennessee is a statewide organization committed to inclusive 
and accessible arts programs for people with disabilities to enhance educational 

curriculum, enrich creative expression, empower career development, and 
encourage community engagement.

Borderless Arts also offers a variety of festivals, special workshops and training 
opportunities. For more information, visit the website at 

www.borderlessartstn.org. You can also sign up for the newsletter from the 
website to stay informed of upcoming programs and opportunities.
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